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Res to rer

March 2 - Due to disruptions related to COVID-19, delivery of the Restorer by mail in the United States
and to International members is delayed, often by months.
MAFCA has received many inquiries regarding the delivery by mail of the January/February 2021 issue
of The Restorer. Members are entitled to receive their copy of The Restorer in digital form at no extra charge.
If you wish to receive the digital version of each issue of The Restorer, you must notify the MAFCA office
(info@mafca.com) and register with your email address. Also, upon renewal of your MAFCA
memberships annually, there is an option to add digital copy delivery on that renewal form.
February 26 - The March/April digital version is now available. Members who have signed up for it
received an email earlier this week.
Don't forget that your credentials are your email address and your 6-digit membership number.
Ca r the Month

I would like to start doing an article on Car the Month.
Is there anyone in the Club that would like to take that on as
a project?
Can anyone guess what year this sedan is?

Mo del ‘A’

1928 Phaeton $12,000
Contact - Richard Bronstrup
1-909-685-5914

Fo r Sal e

1929 Roadster Pick-up $16,000
Contact - Bill Wilson for details at
1-909-841-0872

1928 “Phil Gunkel’s” Closed Cab Pick-up $12,000
Contact - Richard Bronstrup
1-909-685-5914
Ro n Bla ck well M emo ria l Servi ce

Memorial Service for Ron Blackwell is being held
March 25, 2021, 11:00 AM
Montecito Memorial Park 3520 E. Washington St, Colton
Your presence with Club colors and Model A's will
mean a lot to the family.

President’s Message
reetings Club Members
I am hopeful that all of you are staying well. I
am optimistic that we will be
able to meet again in
person in the near future.
But until that happens, I
wanted to let you know that
we have been invited to join
Pomona Valley Model A
Club at their nextth meeting
(on Zoom) April 5 at 7:00
PM. If you are interested I
can email you the link. They (Pomona
Valley) has also invited us to join themth for
their Safety Day on Saturday - April 10 at
9AM, it will be at Jeff Holmes shop. You can
hear more about Safety
Day & get the
address at the April 5th Zoom meeting.
I am sorry to report that Consuelo (Connie)
Quiroz, Nancy Aceves’ mother passed away
in January and a private service was held on
March 1, 2021. She will be remembered for
her beautiful smile and willingness to help.
Please Stay Safe, EVERYONE!

Richard Bronstrup
President
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T

he Hard Luck 'Bone Award' is given to a non-operable car during a
Club event - even if it is repaired and continues in the event. The Bone
is given in good "fun" and is to be displayed on the cars bumper until
awarded to another vehicle.
Compression Testing - Why and How to Test
by Lynn Sondenaa

A compression test on the Model A will help to check the internal condition of the engine. The
compression pressure is taken on each of the four cylinders, then recorded
and compared. Most compression loss in a Model A engine is due to
defective valves. This could include improperly adjusted valves, worn
springs or guides, bent valve, or valves not seating properly due to carbon
build-up. If the valves are known to be in good condition, it may be worn
piston rings or a leaking head gasket.
Compression pressure can be changed by the following: decking the block,
shaving the cylinder head, increasing the bore, or installing a high
compression head. Why do people want higher compression? Higher
compression will give the Model A more power and in theory better fuel
mileage. The stock Model A cylinder head had a compression ratio of 4.2 to 1.
Later in production, the "Police Head" was developed and produced a
compression ratio of 5.2 to 1. Again, note that the engine bore affects the
compression test reading. All else equal, a larger diameter piston will
displace a larger volume of air and fuel into the combustion chamber on the
compression stroke, resulting in a higher compression ratio and a higher
compression test reading.
Also, compression reading is a factor of barometric pressure. Knowing that,
the same engine will read different at sea level than it will at 2,000 feet
above sea level. The stock head (on a freshly rebuilt, sleeved engine that is
broken in) will produce about 60 psi per cylinder at sea level and will read
higher as the barometric pressure rises. This could be due to higher
altitudes or weather conditions. The important factor is that each cylinder
should read within 5 to 6 pounds of pressure to each other.
A compression gauge (Fig. 1) will measure the pressure developed in each
of the four cylinders. To check the compression of the Mod el A, the gauge
is threaded into an adaptor (Fig. 2) and that adaptor is threaded into the
spark plug holes in the cylinder head. (Fig. 3). Most mechanics
suggest the compression reading of the lowest cylinder be within 5
to 6 psi of the highest cylinder. For example, if the highest cylinder
pressure was 65 psi, then the lowest acceptable reading would be
59 psi. This difference is an indication of a good running Model A
engine. Please note the compression values are not as important
as is the difference in readings between the four cylinders. How to
perform compression testing:
1. Engine should be at operating temperature. (Metal parts inside
the cylinder expand and seal better).
2. Ignition key in the off position.
3. The distributor cap should be removed, leaving the coil wire
attached. The cap and attached coil wire can hang over the radiator
support brace.
4. The throttle should be set wide open.
5. Remove all four spark plugs and connectors. (This allows the
starter to turn the engine easier).
6. Insert the compression gauge into cylinder #1 (front of engine).
7. Crank the engine four revolutions and record the pressure.
8. Take compression readings on the other three cylinders and
record.
9. Compare the recorded values for all four cylinders. They should not vary by more than 5 or 6 psi
per cylinder.
10. Install the spark plugs and connectors along with the coil wire.
11. Return the throttle lever to the top of the steering column.
Note: This test is best performed using two workers. One should be inside the car controlling the
throttle and starter. The other worker is on the outside by the passenger side of the engine
connecting the compression gauge and recording the readings. The Average Compression
Pressure values were derived from testing local Model A's. Our test group did not have any Lion,
Thomas or Winfield heads. The values are an average and will change according to the barometric
pressure at the time the compression test was taken. Also, compression gauges can vary slightly in
readings.
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Model A - pparel 1931
France Influenced
Model A Era Fashion
French designers have long created the most
renowned and coveted fashion brands in the world.
Stylistically innovative and technically
exceptional, the outstanding reputation of the
French clothing industry can be traced as far back as
the 17th century, and it is a reputation that has only
continued to strengthen since.
France was highly favored for the latest fashion
during the Model A era.
Paris had become a thriving fashion hub, while
designs were being replicated the world over.
This simple but elegant models dress is an example
of Paris influence on fashion from 1931.
The neckline scoops low with a side button closure
off center. The dress has a self fabric tie belt. A
double peplum placed low on the hips has a nice
leaf design on it. The design is repeated on the
sleeves and on the upper back of the dress (note
the inset back view). Without the closure, peplum
and leaf design it would be a very plain dress.
A matching green necklace, a fur piece, and a stylish
1931 hat complete the outfit. ~ Jeanie Adair

Men’s Dress Hat
“There is a Fountain of Youth;
It is your mind, your talents, the
creativity you bring to your life
and the lives of the people you
love.
When you learn to tap this source,
you will truly have defeated age.”
~ Sophia Loren

This advertisement is from a
Saturday Evening Post from
1929. Depending how dressy it
is a man’s felt hat could be
lined with silk, have a welt
edge or not, worn brim up as
pictured or turned down or just
the front snapped down. A
man almost always wore a hat
during the Model A era.
Fashion judging has very
specific measurements of the
crown, brim and ribbon sizes
when one is being judged.

With a cryptic announcement, Henry Ford
halted production of the Model T and began
retooling his factories to produce an all-new
automobile. An announcement was given to Ford
dealers for posting in local newspapers, but the
verbose manifesto did little more than praise the
Model T and tease the public that the new and
yet-to-be-named Ford would surpass the Model T
in every way.
As spring progressed to summer, and then to fall,
rumors about the miraculous new Ford ran
rampant. A period cartoon showed "Henry's new
model," bedecked with ornamentation and jewels
fit for a king, labeled with a price tag of $500.
Early spy photographers scrambled to get
pictures of the car, but only the Automotive Daily
News and the Brighton Argus succeeded, as Ford
was particularly careful to limit testing on public
roads. Despite its care, engine and chassis
engineer Lawrence Sheldrick was nearly mobbed
by curious onlookers during a 300-mile trip from
Detroit to Claire, Michigan, and Henry and Edsel
Ford were caught red-handed behind the wheel of
a prototype by three curious Chicago Ford
dealers who'd traveled to Detroit to catch a
glimpse of the mysterious new Ford.
In late November came the announcement that
Americans had been waiting for: on December 2,
1927, the still-unnamed Ford automobile would
be shown to the public, at locations revealed to
each and every Ford dealer. Pricing was
announced on December 1, the eve of the
showing, and to the delight of potential buyers,
the new Model A would be priced comparably to
the Model T. On the day of the car's reveal, Ford
News claimed that 10,534,992 people came to
see the Model A, a number that represented 10
percent of the U.S. population at the time.
The Model A offered buyers elegant styling
(described as a "downsized Lincoln" by some),
four-wheel brakes, improved fuel economy, a
laminated safety glass windshield, hydraulic
shock absorbers, and a 200.5-cu.in. four-cylinder
engine rated at 40 horsepower, enough to deliver
a top speed of 65 MPH. Seven body types were
offered at launch, including Sport Coupe, Coupe,
Roadster, Phaeton, Tudor sedan, Fordor sedan,
and truck, and buyers could choose from four
colors (Niagara Blue, Arabian Sand, Dawn Gray
and Gun Metal Blue).
Deposits from eager customers poured in, and in
the first two weeks the automaker had reportedly
accumulated 400,000 sales orders from dealers
(adding to the thousands of orders that had been
placed prior to the car's reveal). Though the
Model A would only be produced from 1927
through early 1932, Ford sold over 4.3 million
examples, and the car would help Ford transition
from pioneer to modern automaker. The Model A
would also go on to inspire generations of
collectors, hot rodders and shade tree mechanics.

Blast from the Past
From our April 1963 Steering Column newsletter
(sic erat scriptum, "thus was it written") So spelling is not this Editors fault

Car Show – Swap Meet
Despite a few misgivings about the possibility of
rain, both in the morning and also the afternoon,
our car show and swap meet was held as
planned on Sunday April 7th.
The total number of paid entrants was twenty
nine. Twenty five were entered in ”Ladies
Choice”.
The approximate amount taken in from the sale
of tickets for the drawing was $50.00 and this
was mainly due to the efforts of Neal Gann and
Jaque Palmer. They really put on a sales pitch!
Our club's share from the sale of refreshments
was $30.90.
$8.00 was collected from the swappers for the
cleanup of the area. “A's” from San Diego,
Orange County, Palomar, San Gabriel, Pomona
and San Fernando Valley Clubs’ attended and
participated.
The judges who serve were Lambert Dial of San
Diego, Bob White of Palomar, M. E. Smith and
Joe Eatherton of Orange County, Sam Hooper
and Hank Sylvestie of our own Club. To all of
these judges we extend our sincere thanks!
The trophy winners were: In the restore division
30-31 closed 1st place Harry Hocker, second
Harold Jones, 28-29 closed 1st place Jerry Kill,
second Lucille Twiss. 30-31 open 1st place
Roberta Brown, second Mr. Lackey, 28-29 open
1st place Hobert Belaydes, second Merle Smith.
In the original division 1st place hey Ray Loomis,
second Jaque Palmer. Modified division 1st
place Dave Treichel, second John Appleby.
Commercial division we were unable to
determine the name of the 1st place winner but
second was Everett Mills. Ladies Choice was
won by Jerome Stohler. Ladies costume by Pam
Conley. Men's costume by Bill Hendricks. The
overall grand trophy winner was Harry Hocker.
Dash plaques will be mailed to all entrants who
paid the registration fee.
With such fine representation from other Clubs
we must make a greater effort to attend their
Meets! It's just as far from their place to ours as
if is from our place to theirs.

The Paradise Valley Model A Ford Club (PVMAFC), was founded in 1960, and serves the Model A Ford hobbyists in
the Inland Empire area of Southern California. PVMAFC is a chapter of the Model A Ford Club of America (MAFCA), is
a non-profit organization whose purpose is to serve as a medium in the exchange of ideas, information and parts for
enthusiasts of the Model A Ford, and to aid members and other enthusiasts in their efforts to restore and preserve the
car in its original likeness. The Steering Column is the newsletter of the PVMAFC, published monthly. The
organization disclaims any liability for the technical information provided herein. The material published is the opinions
of the authors and not those of the organization. We invite all those interested in the Model A Ford to join us.
Ownership of a Model A Ford is not required. Membership includes a subscription to the newsletter. Material in the
Steering Column may be used in other publications provided credit is given for the source.

Support Our Sponsors

2019

The Paradise Valley Model A Ford Club accepts advertisements from all businesses related to our hobby or club. The
current rate is $35 per year. This includes your business card in this newsletter and on our website, and includes a link
to your website if available. Sponsorship fee is payable in advance for a (1) year minimum advertising agreement. If
renewal fee is not received, ad will be cancelled. If you are interested in becoming a sponsor of the Paradise Valley
Model A Ford Club please visit the ‘Sponsors’ page on our website at PVMAFC.org and see the section on sponsorship.
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